


Feline FlickUnderstated eye shadow meets 
exaggerated eyeliner for a purr-fect look!

FOR EYES:
First, sweep Moonstone mineral eye color all over the eyelids

Next, Jet Black gel eyeliner is your go-to product. Instead of starting on 
the top lashlines, start with your lower lashlines. Follow the natural angle 
of your lower lashlines to create your winged effect. 
Apply the gel eyeliner along the outer third of the lower lashlines, 
extending past the lashlines to your preferred wing length.
Then draw along the top lashlines, connecting to finish the “wings.” 

Define upper and lower lashes with Lash Love® Mascara in I º black.

FOR CHEEKS:
Contour cheeks with Juicy Guava mineral cheek color duo applied along 
the cheekbones, blending into the temples.

FOR LIPS:
Powerful Pink gel semi-matte lipstick gives lips a pretty pop of color.
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In The PinkIndulge in the candy colors of pink and 
more pink!

FOR EYES:

On eyes, layer sheer washes of Precious Pink mineral eye color for 
more saturated color. Or to intensify color, apply Mary Kay® Eye 
Primer to eyelids and then add eye color. 
Line upper lashlines with MK Black liquid eyeliner pen, extending out 
and slightly up to create a demure wing. Then brush on Lash Love® 
Mascara in I º  black. 

FOR CHEEKS:

To keep cheeks neutral, dust on Sunny Spice mineral cheek color.

FOR LIPS:

For lips, bolder is better. Balance soft pink eye shades with dramatic 
lip color, such as Powerful Pink gel semi-matte lipstick topped by a 
shimmering kiss of Silver Moon lip gloss.
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Emerald EyesCreate sultry, smoky eyes with a hint 
of shimmering emerald.

FOR EYES:
Apply MK Black eyeliner along the upper lashlines. Then pat Emerald 
mineral eye color on top for a luminous, phosphorescent effect.

Next pat Emerald over the entire eyelids and along the lower lashlines

Add Coal mineral eye color along the eye creases and the outer 
edges of the lower lashlines to create a contoured effect. Finish with 
Crystalline mineral eye color on the inner corners of the eyes, and 
lightly blend.

Brush on Lash Intensity® Mascara in Black.

FOR CHEEKS:
Apply Sunny Spice mineral cheek color to the apples of the cheeks.

FOR LIPS:
Sweep on Always Apricot gel semi-matte lipstick.
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Blush FlushFlushed cheeks are a simple way to 
look fresh this fall!

FOR EYES:

Apply Gold Coast mineral eye color from the upper lashlines into the 
creases. Highlight eyes using Crystalline mineral eye color on brow 
bones and on the inner corners of the eyes.

Brush on Lash Love® Mascara in I º  black.

FOR CHEEKS:

Apply Ripe Watermelon mineral cheek color duo just beneath the 
apples of the cheeks, blending upward. Then brush whatever is left on 
your brush across the bridge of your nose. Tip: Apply cheek color in 
light layers.

FOR LIPS:

Finish with a swipe of Wild About Pink lipstick.
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In The NudeA nude lip instantly updates your look 
this fall.

FOR EYES:

Apply Coal mineral eye color and Espresso mineral eye color to the 
eyelids and blend. Then press Crystalline mineral eye color onto the 
inner corners of the eyes and along the brow bones to highlight.  

Line upper and lower lashlines with MK Black liquid eyeliner pen. 
Then blend in a touch of Espresso mineral eye color onto the lower 
lashlines.

Brush on Lash Love® Mascara in I º  black.

FOR CHEEKS:

Apply Sunny Spice mineral cheek color to the apples of the cheeks.

FOR LIPS:

Line lips with Light Nude lip liner, then use gel semi-matte lipstick in 
Bashful You to finish.
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